
Year 6 –Summer Term week 5Home learning 

Hi there Year 6,  

I hope you have all had a good week off for half term. I hope you got to enjoy some sunshine safely. This is the start 

of our last half term so we’ll try hard to make it fun. We be starting to look at how we can celebrate your leavers 

events, obviously, in a very different way to normal but we will try to make it special. 

English: Go through the English Pdf on poetry, and complete the given activities. Please take care to stop at the 

correct place if you will be coming in to school! If you are not coming in, work through all the slides. 

Guided reading: There is only one spice level this week-- ‘Fog Poems, Spicier- ‘ The BT Tower’’. Answer ALL the 

questions for the text- set 1, 2 and 3. Keep up your daily reading too! 

Maths:Please complete the arithmetic assessment questions. Try to do this by yourself if you can, to see where your 

gaps are.  Then mark your answers.  Can you spot any areas which we need to revise? Then have a go at this problem 

solving activity.  

 

French: Go through the powerpoint on ‘ Ordinal numbers’ and complete the activitiy on there. I hope the sound 

works for you but if it doesn’t it doesn’t really matter.  

Geography: Go through the powerpoint on latitude and longitude and complete the tasks.  

Music: Please write a list of songs that you think would be good and suitable for our leavers celebration ( we will film 

the performance and create a video with it). You need to check the lyrics! Think back over your years at Fleet, as 

some of the songs you have already done might be perfect!  

Look at the song lyrics for ‘Geronimo’ and ‘The Circle game’ and start to learn them. We will try and get a recording 

up for you to learn as soon as possible. 



Topic:  This half term we are learning about coastal pollution and what we can do to stop it. Look at the powerpoint 

on plastic pollution and the websites below as a starting point and start to record key facts about ocean and coastal 

pollution. Make sure to write it in your own words. You can use bullet points. 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/cbbcnews/hi/uk/newsid_3959000/3959577.stm 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFZS3Vh4lfI 

PSHE:This week we are thinking about the positive qualities the people in our class have. Please complete the form 

by  filling in something that is nice or special about each person in our class. For example: ‘is very friendly’ ‘amazing 

dancer’ ‘best goalie!’ ‘kind friend’. Then please send a copy of your completed form back to me. We will use these 

forms later so this is really important.  

Welcome back,Year 6!  Keep up effort; you are doing really well! 
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